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What’s Cooking with Meal Kits?
Field Agent screened its panel of more than one million 
consumers to locate individuals who cook at home at 
least three times a week. We then targeted 1,369 of 
these consumers to answer a series of questions about 
meal kits.

Our chief objective was to understand Americans’ meal 
kit behaviors and attitudes, and, as you’ll see, we sought 
the perspectives of both meal kit users and non-users.

The following pages contain a variety of tasty insights 
to help you make sense of the meal kit trend—and 
whether, looking ahead, they have potential for future 
growth. 
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approximately how many meal kits have you ordered
online and prepared at your home?

(N = 1,369)

1-3

4-7

8-10

11-20

20+

0

14%

5%

3%

2%

3%

73%(i.e., never ordered a meal kit)
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which meal kit brands have you ordered online and
prepared at your home? Answered only by respondents who have ordered meal kits online (n = 371)

16%

Tyson Tastemakers

6%

5%

9%

5% 4% 4% 3%
OTHER

Terra’s Kitchen 2%, Marley Spoon 2%, Purple Carrot 2%, Peach Dish 1%, Gobble 1%, Takeout Kit 1%

Second most popular
meal kit brand

46%
64%
Led all meal
kit brands
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Answered only by respondents who have ordered meal kits online (n = 371)

of the total number of meals you’ve prepared at home over
the past year, what % have meal kits accounted for?

3%

65%

13%
6% 3% 3% 3% 3% 1%

0% 1-5% 6-10% 11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-90% 91-100%

Agent Photo



Variety/trying new foods

Saving time (when cooking; by not shopping)

Overall experience (fun/novelty)

Easier shopping (i.e., easier than going to store)

Easier preparation (i.e., easier than traditional cooking)

Eating healthier

Eating fresher

Better value (than conventional home-cooked meals)

Other

71%

57%

53%

49%

43%

42%

34%

9%

3%
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what do you consider the key benefits of meal kits?

have you ever subscribed to
a meal kit delivery service?

Of meal kit users (n = 371)

58%
yes 42%

no

Answered only by respondents who have ordered meal kits online (n = 371)
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What are the key drawbacks of meal kits?
Answered only by respondents who have ordered meal kits online (n = 371)

71%
Too expensive
(meals/subscription)

Satisfying entire
household

35% Recipes/taste
of some meals

22%
Cuisines
available

18%

Too much
waste

17%

Amount of time
preparing meals

16%
Poor quality of

some ingredients

15%
Problems with

delivery

14%
Too much mess

(preparing meal)

5%Other
5%

Problems shopping
online

4%
Agent Photo

Want to know what Customers

THINK ABOUT YOUR PRODUCT?
LEARN MORE

http://hubs.ly/H085H3V0
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Are you buying more or less at traditional grocery
stores since you started using meal kits?
Answered only by respondents who have ordered meal kits online (n = 371)

60%60%
Neutral

4% 5% 8%

60%

13%
3% 2% 5%

Much more More A little more Neutral A little less Less Much less Not applicable

Meal kits are currently geared toward 
family. They need to have options for 

single people that are affordable.“
”
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what are the key reasons you do not purchase meal
kits from online delivery services?
Answered only by respondents who have NOT ordered meal kits online (n = 998)

63%

45%
32%

11%18% 15% 9% 5% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Too expensive Preference

for grocery
shopping in

stores

Don’t know
enough about

meal kits

Other*

*”Other” responses include: not enough food to feed family; concerns over preservatives;
concerns over freshness; dietary restrictions

Don’t shop for
groceries

online

Don’t want
to wait for

delivery

Don’t like the
recipes/
cuisines

Too much
waste

Preference
for eating

out

Don’t like
cooking that

much

Too much
mess

(from preparing
meal kits)

Amount
of time

to prepare

63%
Too expensive
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What could convince you to try meal kits?
Answered only by respondents who have NOT ordered meal kits online (n = 998)

Free trials/samples

Lower prices

More/better info about meal kits

Faster delivery (e.g., same-day)

Different/more variety of recipes/cuisine

Other

NOTHING could convince me to try

86%

72%

32%

25%

22%

5%

3%
Online Ads

Convinced yet?
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2%
8%

47%

36%

7%

Extremely
knowledgeable

Very
knowledgeable

Moderately
knowledgeable

Not very
knowledgeable

Not at all
knowledgeable

Prior to this survey, how knowledgeable
would you say you were about meal kits?
Answered only by respondents who have NOT ordered meal kits online (n = 998)



if you were going to try a meal kit, which brand(s)
would you try first?

Blue Apron

43%
Hello Fresh

20%
Home Chef

5%
Plated

4%
Tyson Tastemakers

4%

Green Chef

2%
Chef’d

1%
Sun Basket

1%
Purple Carrot

1%

Don’t know enough to answer

35%

12

Answered only by respondents who have NOT ordered meal kits online (n = 998)
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Over the next 1-3 years, do you expect to purchase and
prepare meal kits more or less?

Among Meal Kit users (n = 371)

35% of Non-Users 
(n = 998) expect to 
purchase Meal Kits 
in the next 1-3 
years

3%

13%

26%

32%

8% 7%
11%

Much more More A little more Neutral/
Neither more

nor less

A little less Less Much less
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to what extent do you agree with this statement:
“I want grocery stores to develop meal kits i could
purchase in stores”? This question was posed to the entire sample (N = 1,369)

24%

36%

27%
24%

27% 25%
28%

19%

26%

16%

6%

13%

4%
7%

5% 3% 3% 3%
1% 1% 1%

Completely disagreeDisagreeSomewhat disagreeNeutralSomewhat agreeAgreeCompletely agree

Non-Users (n = 998)

Users (n = 371)

Combined (N = 1,369)

I would love to be able to buy a meal kit in 
my local grocery store. Especially if they had 
store brands that were competitively priced 

and featured new cuisines.“
”
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I want meal kits to contain ONLY local
and/or private-brand ingredients

I want meal kits to contain a
COMBINATION of local/private brands

and well-known name brands

I want meal kits to contain ONLY
well-known name brands

Not applicable

11%
18%

13%

68%
75%

69%

5%
4%
5%

17%
4%

13%

which of the following best describes the brand
assortment you’d like included in meal kits?

This question was posed to the entire sample (N = 1,369)

Agent Photo

Non-Users (n = 998)

Users (n = 371)

Combined (N = 1,369)
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Meal kits: IN THEIR OWN WORDS
“Meal kits have really reinvigorated 

dinner time for us and we love it.”

“I would really like to order meal kits, but they 
seem so much more expensive than going to the 

store myself. I am also experienced in cooking 
foods, so I don't feel like I need help in that way.”

“I love the idea of the convenience of meal kits, 
and trying new recipes in the kitchen!”

“Would love to sample and test a few kits for free 
to see if I like them before I purchase.”

“I enjoyed my meal kits but my family size is 3 and 
often you have to buy for 2 or 4. Not always do 
we like leftovers and buying for 2 didn't always 

give us enough to eat.”



Demographics
(N = 1,369)

The sample consisted entirely of individuals who prepare at least three meals at their homes on a weekly basis.

Female
Male

Age:
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

72%
28%

3%
25%
36%
25%
9%
2%

Have purchased meal kits Have not purchased meal kits
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SUBSCRIBE TO OUR BLOG
STILL HUNGRY FOR INSIGHTS?

The Field Agent Blog equips CPG and retail professionals with 
timely, relevant, and engaging insights and information to help them 
serve customers, grow their businesses, and rise above competitors.

SUBSCRIBE NOW

http://hubs.ly/H085Gz00

